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a b s t r a c t

Present study is focussed on improvement of the coefficient of performance (COP) of a Savonius rotor
using numerical simulation software. Quantification of the improvement is based on the comparison
of the coefficient of performance (COP) of a basic configuration constituting a conventional Savonius rotor
to that of a modified configuration developed by adding concentric multiple miniature blades inside the
rotor blades of the basic configuration. Validation and grid convergence studies are carried out using k� e
and Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence models. Validation study suggested Shear Stress Transport
(SST) model as more accurate and better option in present study. Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence
model is used in the numerical simulations of the modified configuration. Optimum level of grid refine-
ment is achieved through grid convergence study. Boundary layer mesh is created on the rotor blades, by
estimating distance of first mesh node from the wall using desired values of yþ for both k� e and Shear
Stress Transport (SST) turbulence models. An improvement in COP spanning between 8.1% and 11.34% is
achieved with the modified configuration.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, global concern over pollution, global warm-
ing and possible depletion of non-renewable sources of energy,
such as oil has led to exploration of renewable and sustainable
energy resources. Conventionally, wind energy is harnessed on
large scale using Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs) spread
over large area. But the application of Horizontal Axis Wind Tur-
bines (HAWTs) is limited due to requirement of large wind veloc-
ities, high initial cost and large area required for their installation
[1,2]. The use of unconventional methods of energy generation
such as Savonius wind rotors in micro generation is growing, but
it is still less widespread. The problem is that it has a low Coeffi-
cient of Performance (COP) [3–7]; theoretically COP ffi 0:18 [6].
Despite of low power generation capacity, Savonius rotors are
gaining popularity among the decentralized power generation
methods due to their simple assembly and high starting torque
at small rotational speeds [3,8]; low operating costs [9]; easy
installation, manufacturing and maintenance [4,9–12]. Savonius
rotor is a brilliant design proposed by Finnish inventor S.J. Savonius
[5,8,11,13]. Conventional Savonius rotors are drag type hydroki-
netic Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs). Savonius rotor has

low aerodynamic efficiency as compare to Darrieus type wind tur-
bines [7,14]; but still preferable for many applications due to its
good starting characteristics [4,15–17]. Also, as it is a VAWT, it
can accept wind from any direction because of its omnidirectional
characteristics and hence needs no yawmechanism [7,8,11,17–19].
Many theoretical and experimental studies have been performed
by various researchers in the past to improve the aerodynamic per-
formance of the Savonius rotor [8]. Better performance can be
achieved by using high aspect ratios [20]; low overlap ratios
[21]; end plates [22]; two bladed Savonius rotor rather than three
bladed [23]; deflector plate [12,24]; multiple quarter blades [25].
Improvement in the COP is desirable, without compromising the
advantages of Savonius rotor and increasing the complexity of
design [6].

A cost effective study can be performed using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), saving material and manufacturing costs.
The flow through and around the rotor is turbulent. It is very diffi-
cult to achieve accuracy in such highly turbulent and transient
conditions, so the adopted methodology must be validated to
ensure accuracy [6]. Also, turbulence being an important factor
in analysis, the prediction of input values of turbulence parameters
to be used in the numerical procedure must be done carefully.

Commercial CFD software, Ansys CFX 13 is used to carry out the
numerical simulations. This choice was motivated by the availabil-
ity of licenses for the use of software and the existing practice of its
use in the research environment.
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